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This invention relates to clamps and clamping 
devices and particularly to the type thereof pro 
viding means effecting quick manipulation con 
bined with positive action. 
The principal object of this invention is to pro 

vide a clamp of the type mentioned which may be 
moved into and Out of clamping position in a 

... minimum time and With minimum effort. 
A major object Of this invention is to provide a 

clamp of the type described in which the clamp 
ing members When in engaging position are posi 
tively engaged with no opportunity for slipping. 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

a clamp of the type described which is sturdy and 
strong and is free of complex and/or delicate 
partS. 

A. further object of this invention is to provide 
a clamp of the type described Whose parts are 
relatively simple in shape and can be rapidly 
fabricated by the use of ordinary machine tools. 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

a clamp of the type described which can be man 
ufactured rapidly and cheaply, yet be sturdy, 
strong, rapid in use, and positive. . . 

All of these desirable ends I have Secured by 
the clamp described hereinafter and illustrated 
by the accompanying drawing. 

Referring now to the drawing: 
Figure, 1 shows a side View of the portion of an 

ordinary C-clamp upon which the adjustable 
holding means is mounted. 

Figure 2 shows a view partially in Section taken 
... at line II-II of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a partial section taken on line 
III-III of Figure 2, and in an enlarged Scale. 

Figure 4 is a plan view of one of the internal 
memberS. - 

Figure 5 is a plan view of another of the inter 
nal memberS. 

Figure 6 is a partial section taken at line 
WI-VI of Figure 3. . . . 

The use of C-clamps being very old, there has 
long been a desire and need for a satisfactory 
means for making them quick and easy to operate 
without sacrificing positiveness in holding. The 
conventional screw type is slow but has hitherto 
been unexcelled in its positive holding. . The 
presently known quick-acting types are legion in 
number but are either prohibitively expensive to 
manufacture, impractical to operate, or are in 
sufficiently reliable in holding to be trustWorthy. 
Many types have been suggested and many types 
are now in use, but none to my knowledge ade 
quately meet the above requirements. 
The hereinafter disclosed invention does meet 
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these requirements and is therefore considered 
both new and useful. Its principle is illustrated 
by a SSunning application to a C-clamp, but it can 
readily be applied to any other device, Such as a 
vise, wherein adjustable holding means are de 
sired. Such applications are Within the Scope of 
this disclosure and the hereinafter appended 
claims, excepting only as such claims may be 
otherwise expressly limited. 
In Figure 1 the C portion of the clamp is indi 

cated at and it has an enlarged portion at -a. 
for the reception of the movable clamping rod or 
shank 3. This shank is manipulated by handle 
6, which is of any conventional kind and affixed 

in any conventional manner; the Work engaging 
end, or foot, may be of any conventional type 
to bear in the usual manner against a suitable 
conventional gripping Surface at the other ex 
tremity of the C. Since the general construction 
of a C-clamp is well known, no further reference 
need be made to it. My invention concerns the 
means for accommodating the shank 3 within 
portion -a of the C, moving it into gripping 
position, tightening it therein, loosening it again, 
and removing it from gripping position, and 
hence only the parts of the clamp related to Such 
functions need be, and Will be, detailed. 

Enlarged portion -a has an opening there 
through of size suitable to accommodate sleeve 2. 
Said opening is threaded internally and sleeve 2 
is threaded externally at 2-a for mutual inter 
action so that rotation of sleeve 2 will move it 
upwardly or downwardly (as same is illustrated 
in Figure 1) according to the direction of rotation. 
Shank 3 is square in cross-section but regularly 

spaced portions ) are machined to become cir 
cular in cross-section, as best shown by the Sec 
tioned portion of Figure 2. In this manner a 
series of teeth fare formed on what then be 
comes a round shank, but a section through any 
of the teeth is square. It will be noted that the 
teeth are oppositely placed and do not advance in 
the manner of a screw thread; they are formed by 
a simple and direct machining operation which 
promotes inexpensive construction. 
Returning now to the construction of sleeve 2, 

with particular reference to Figure 3, it will be 
seen that an internal axial opening extends 
throughout its length. One or more channels 8 
are placed, as by broaching, along the interior of 
said opening, for a purpose to appear hereinafter, 
and are conveniently made to extend the full 
length of the sleeve 2. The interior diameter of 
sleeve 2 is uniform throughout its length. 
Within sleeve 2 are located a series of ring-like 
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members, or plates, 7 and 8. These are placed 
alternatingly Within said sleeve, with their lugs 9 
in channels 8 holding them from turning With 
respect to sleeve 2; the number of such plates will 
depend upon the strength desired to be available 
to the clamp. As the desired strength is in 
creased, the number of necessary plates will in 
crease and Will in turn require a corresponding 
increase in the length of sleeve 2. A sleeve or 
collet 25 may fill the remaining space within 
sleeve 2, excepting only the ends, which are occu 
pied by rings 4 and 4a threadedly secured in place 
and holding all of the foregoing within said 
sleeve. Rings 4 and a have interior diameters 
leSS than the external diameter of collet. 255 and 
plates 7 and 8 but great enough to permit-shank 
3 to rotate freely therewithin. 

Plates 7 and 8 each have, a central', opening 
and these plates differ from each other only in 
the shape of their respective central openings. 
The Openings. 6 in plates 8...are square and of 
Size slightly greater than the size, of shank 3, 
ISO that shank.3, when turned into register there 
With, may pass freely therethrough but will fit 
closely therewith (Figure: 2). With a shank of 
% inch. Square measurement, opening 6 may be 
made approximately 7/32 inch square. 
"Plates. 7...are provided with central opening 5 

of the generally wide cross-shape shown in Fig 
ure 4. Portions 22 of . , said: opening are arcs 
-centered in the axis of Shank 3 when same:is in 
position within Said plates as shown in Figure 6. 
The radius of said arcs, is sufficient to permit 
teeth to clear these portions of plates T. as 
Shown in Figure 6. ; Arcs. 22:...terminate at in 
Wardly extending surfaces 23, and 23a which meet 
:to define extending portions 24. Surfaces :23 
and 23a may be of any shape effective to "inter 

, cept teeth if of Shank 3 and limit rotation there 
of in either direction to the arcuate distance 
between said surfaces 23, and 23a. Conveniently, 
and as showin, Surfaces. 23 and 23 a.may be shaped 
to lie flat against the respectively contacting 

. Sulfaces of teeth. . . . when shark: 3 has by rota 
tion. in either direction reached the limit de 
filled by Said "Surfaces: 23, and 23a. One of these 
positions is illustrated in Figure 6. 

, In, assembling the sleeve unit with ring a 
and collet. 25 in place, plates 7 and 8 in the ide 
Siled number are slipped into Said sleeve from 
end 4: With their lugs, 9 lying in channels: 8,and 
the sleeve is filled slightly more than to the inner 
Surface of ring 4. Ring. 4 is then threaded into 
splace, and tightened; down onto, plates 7, and 8 

' to hold them firmly against collet 25. Said rings 
E 4 and 4a may be manipulated in any convenient 
manner, as by providing: openings therein to re 
ceive a small spanner "Wrench. Whenever de 
sirable, it is obviously easy to remove...retaining 
rings: 4 or , d' and all of the parts contained 60 

... between them for replacement or cleaning. 
Since lugs, 9 appear on both series of plates, 

the proper positioning of the two Series. With 
respect to each other is easy and positive. When 
so installed, the respective openings Will lie. With 
respect to each other's as shown in Figure 6, 
wherein the solid lines represent the Section in 
dicated and the dotted lines Superimposed there 
on represent the outline of the central opening 
of plates 8. 
Although normally plates 7-ands 8... will be of 

thickness equal to each other's and to the thick 
ness of teeth and spaces and sle, it is obviously 
possible to . Secure. ©asier punching : by making 
each of either plates: 7 or ; 8, or both, of thinner 
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material and piling the units to secure the ar 
rangement shown. For example, plates 7 and 8 
may be made of material 4 of the thickness of 
teeth or Spaces 0, in which case three plates 

, of shape T will be used, then three plates of shape 
8 will be used, then three plates of shape 7, and 
So on until the required number is obtained. 

Collet 25 is a useful but not indispensable ad 
dition to the clamp. Externally it is round and 

l()...of diameter, to enter, easily into the internal 
opening of sleeve 2. Internally said collet has 
a Square opening fitting slidably but closely 
around the square Section of Shank 3 represented 
by teeth (for example, 1/64 inch clearance). 

l, A.light spring 27 is fastened at one end in any 
Convenient manner to collet 25, as by insertion 
of Said One end at 20 into a Small opening in 
the Side of Said collet 25; it is then wrapped 
Several times around said collet to place it un 

20 der tension and its other end inserted into an 
opening in ring, d, aS indicated at 2. In this 

''Way...there is always a force urging rotation 
placed it upon. Shank 3. It may, however, be 
omitted and the sleeves either. Shortened. Or, en 

25, tirely: filled with plates 7 and 8. The operation of this. Speed, clamp is probably 
obvious from the description given thus far, but 
for the purpose of completeness it will be out 
slined. - 
The camp is assembled. With sleeve 2 holding 

ring: 4, plates is and: 8, collet; 25, and ring 4a. 
Shank 3 extends: through the openings within 
ring: 4 plates 7 and i8, collet: 25, and ring Act, 

... and the entires assembly, is threadedly accom 
35, modated by the frame, of clamp, or by the cor 

responding part of a Wise or Whatever other, de 
Vice is being used with this quick-acting mecha 

g-nism. : Shank 3 is rotated to bring the. Square 
soutline of its teeth into register with the cor 

40 responding outline, of openingS 6 in plates. 8. It 
can then be manually, directly, and rapidly 
moved into such position that the clamp, or Wise, 
lightly grips the object to be held by it. Shank 
3 is then adjusted Slightly, if necessary to bring 

4 teeth into register with plates, 7 and rotated. 
, If...sleeve. 25. is used its spring 2 will assist in 
this rotation of shank 3. iBy...this rotation teeth 
f : move clock Wise, as Seen in Figure; 6...toward 

, the limits permitted by, Surfaces. 23 of plates 7 
- and in So...doing mover Out of...register With the 
square openings of plates,8. iShank; 3 thus can 
not nove back, a Way"from the Work, Or; otherwise 
move longitudinally. With respect to sleeve 2. As 

55 Shank:3 is further turned clockwise, as appear 
ing in Figures land. , 6, the teeth . . . will, bear 
against adjacent surfaces. 23. and urge plates 7 
to move clockwise. This urging acts: through 
lugs. 9 of Said rings and causes sleeve.2 to turn 
clockwise by which it is advanced upward as 
Same appears in Figure 1, thus to tighten Shank 
3 against the work being held. ''When it is de 
sired to loosen the clamp, it is necessary only 
to turn Shank 3 counter-clockwise to turn teeth 

65.ii back into register with openings. 6 in plates 
8, , whereupon the shank 3 may be instantly 
drawn backward as desired. 

Particular attention is called to the fact that 
the above disclosed and described clamp, be 

70. Sides being rapid and positive in its operation, 
can be fabricated throughout by simple ma 
chining processes, such as, lathe work, and by 

... cold Stamping. Its assembly is rapid and may 
be accurately, effected by unskilled workmen. 

75 Hence, the cost, , of manufacture of this clamp 
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will be low, yet without sacrifice in speed of 
manipulation or positiveness of holding. 
Obviously many variations within the Scope of 

my invention will be at once evident to any skilled 
mechanic, or may be readily developed to meet a 
particular need, some of which have already been 
indicated: 
Having thus fully disclosed and described my 

invention, I claim: 
1. In a quick-acting clamp having a body part 

and work engaging means thereon, a threaded 
opening in said body part and an externally 
threaded sleeve accommodated therein; a set. 
ries of contiguous plates of equal thickness with 
in said sleeve perpendicular to the axis thereof, 
and a lug on each of said plates fitting into a 
channel in the interior of Said sleeve and holding 
said plates against rotation with respect to said 
sleeve; means holding said group of plates against 
movement one way longitudinally of said sleeve 
and an externally threaded ring retained by in 
ternal threading within Said sleeve holding Said 
plates against movement the other way longitudi 
nally of said sleeve; a Square opening in alter 
nate plates throughout the length of Said group 
of plates and an opening in the remainder of Said 
plates of the pattern of a wide cross having ta 
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pering limbs with arcuate ends; a square shank . 
having cuts each of a width sufficient to accom 
modate one of the above-mentioned plates and 
spaced apart a distance equal to the thickness 
of the above-mentioned plates, said cuts defin 
ing a circular section providing oppositely spaced 
teeth on said Shank which Shank is located With 
in said openings in Said plates and extends ax 
ially through said sleeve; Said openings in all of 
said plates being of size and alignment to pro 
vide a continuous channel of CrOSS-Sectional area 
sufficient to permit said shank in One rotative 
position to pass freely longitudinally there 
through and providing by the Said cross-shaped 
openings in said second-named plates a series of 
recesses in the walls of said channels receiving 
the teeth of Said shank in another rotative po 
sition thereof, and abutments within said recesses 
limiting rotative movement of Said Shank with 
respect to said sleeve; manipulative means on 
one end of said shank and work engaging means 
on the other end of said Shank. 

2. In a quick-acting, Work-holding device hav 
ing a body part including fixed work-engaging 
means; a threaded opening within said body 
part; an externally threaded sleeve accommo 
dated within said opening; two groups of con 
tacting plates of equal thickness within said 
sleeve perpendicular to the axis thereof, the in 
dividual plates of one group alternating with the 
individual plates of the other group; means hold 
ing Said plates against rotation. With respect to 
said sleeve; means holding said plates against 
movement longitudinally in either direction with 
respect to said sleeve; a central opening of one 
angular shape in each plate of One group of 
plates; a central opening of a larger and differ 
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ent angular shape in each plate of the second 65 

3 
group of plates; a shank member having a cross 
section geometrically similar to, and slightly. 
Smaller than the first above-mentioned angular 
shape, and having also cuts, each cut defining a 
circular section of width sufficient to accommo 
date one of the above-mentioned plates and 
spaced apart a distance equal to the thickness 
of the above-mentioned plates, the portion of the 
shank between said cuts forming a Series of 
equally Spaced and oppositely positioned teeth; 
said openings in all of said plates being of Size 
and alignment providing a continuous channel of 
sufficient cross-sectional area to permit said 
shank in one rotative position to pass freely lon 
gitudinally therethrough and providing by the 
openings in the second named group of plates 
a series of recesses in the walls of said channel 
for the reception and engagement of the teeth 
of Said Shank in another rotative position there 
of, and abutments within said recesses limiting 
rotation of said shank relative to said sleeve; 
manipulative means and Work-engaging means 
operatively associated with said shank, 

3. In a quick-acting, Work-holding device hav 
ing a body part and fixed work-engaging means 
thereon, a sleeve threadedly accommodated with 
in a portion of Said body part; a shank co-axial 
with, and partially rotatable, relative to Said 
sleeve and having manipulative and Work-engag 
ing means Operatively associated therewith; Said 
shank having a series of oppositely positioned and 
equally Spaced teeth each of a thickneSS equal 
to the spacing between the teeth, and means 
Operative in One position for engaging Said shank 
and Said sleeve for unitary rotative movement 
and Operative in another position for disengag 
ing same; said last named means comprising: a 
group of plates within said sleeve held against 
both rotational and longitudinal movement with 
respect thereto; the thickness of each individual 
plate of the group being equal to the spacing be 
tween the teeth on said shank; an angular cen 
tral opening in each alternate plate of the entire 
group, said opening being similar in cross-section 
to the shank and adapted to slidably but non 
rotatably accommodate said shank, an angular 
central opening in each of the remaining alter 
nately arranged plates of the entire group which 
openings are of shape different from the open 
ings in said first-mentioned alternate plates, and 
which openings are defined by a plurality of arcs 
to rotatably accommodate said shank; shoulders 
between the contiguous arcs projecting into the 
opening and forming stops to arrest the rotation 
of said shank; said openings in all of said plates 
being of size and alignment to provide a contin 
uous channel of Sufficient cross-sectional area, 
whereby said shank in one rotative position will 
pass freely axially therethrough, and by virtue 
of said Openings and shoulders in the Second 
named group of plates will in another rotative po 
sition of said shank cause said teeth to be engaged 
by said shoulders to lock said shank and sleeve for 
unitary rotative movement thereof. 

HARRY D. MANNING. 

  


